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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT NATIONAL STRATEGY

2018 ➔ 2022 ➔ 2027 ➔ 2032 ➔ 2037 ➔ 2040

Vision 2040

- Kyrgyzstan is a free country with a strong economy.
- A tangible and sustainable civic community of Kyrgyz people has been formed
- Kyrgyzstan is a regional center of attraction for schools, universities and research and development centers of innovative type
- A new model of economic growth has been built integrating Kyrgyzstan into the global digital economy
- Reasonable balance achieved between orderly urbanization and regional development
- The environment of Kyrgyzstan is not only preserved for the next generations, but also largely restored
- The state is able to protect itself and its interests and ensure the safety of its citizens

NATIONAL STRATEGY
2018-2040

• leading landmark

Government Program of the Kyrgyz Republic “Unity, Trust, Creation”

• Maintaining continuity
SDG adaptation and implementation management

SDG Steering Committee

Secretariat

Parliament  Government  NSC, NBKR  NGO and business  Development partners

Working groups

Economic  Social  Environmental  Control  Monitoring and evaluation

NDO 2020
Implementation of adapted SDGs in country program documents

- 17 goals, 169 SDG targets and 243 indicators
- SDG inventory and adaptation
- Implementation in national documents
- Monitoring and evaluation

- NDS KR 2040
  - Government Program (“UTC”)
  - Industry Programs (Taza-Suu)
  - Regional Programs (Growth Points)

- Adjusted Events
- Adjusted Tasks
- Adjusted Indicators
Priority areas of the “Unity. The trust. Creation.”

Public administration – Government in the service of the people

The economic base of the welfare of the people

The human dimension is the basis of development

The development of strategic industries

National development programs / projects

Cross-cutting areas of development

Gender dimension

The environmental aspect of development

Technological measurement
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Consultation Results with IDA Team Scenarios for Accelerating SDGs

Scenario 1: Human Development

Scenario 2: Public administration

Scenario 3: Economics
Integrated Approach Results

- A “general” scenario that includes all the impacts of the three scenarios will yield:
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